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ReqIF4DevOps 
 

1. Tool Enhancements 

1. Display the errors on export window. 

 

User can now see the errors in the export window as well (If any). 

 
2. Help Link has been provided on both import and export windows. 

 

Users can get help instantly when required on any process, either importing or exporting. 

 
3. Tooltips have been added and updated. 

 

Added tooltips to help users if required in understanding. 

 
4. To avoid threshold issue on user account, configuration is provided to add delay 

during process of Import. 

 

In case of large amount of data in import, configurable functionality to add delay is provided 
which will increase overall time of Import process but help to avoid occurring threshold on 

user account by Azure DevOps services. 

 

5. Embedded data will be imported as well. 
 

ADO rich text fields only allow to embed images in it, other file types are not allowed. So, in 

case of import, other file types are supported by displaying downloadable link in rich text 

fields. 

 
6. Configuration of adding a copy of Embedded objects in Attachments section of 

work item(s) while importing. 

 

Additional functionality is provided for users that can be enabled from configuration which 
will add copy of all embedded objects to Attachment section of work item(s). 

 

7. While Import Enum field data with all possibilities correctly in ADO so that data 

integrity remains saved. 
 

Enum field value is properly supported in ADO export/import. A warning message is 

displayed to user when Enum field is selected from mapping and its data is not provided for 

export. Similarly, in case of Import if any object type has empty or no Enum value in field 
and it is defined in mapping, ReqIF4DO will neglect it and create work item. 

 

8. System generated work items, Hidden/Disabled work items and other process 

dependent work items have been restricted. 
 

Work items which are not allowed to be created from ADO UI i.e., Feedback Request, 

Feedback response, Code review request, code review response, shared steps and shared 

parameters or any other work item(s) which are hidden from Process template or disabled, 
they have been restricted. 
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9. Application-level logs are updated & new process logs have been added. 

 

A proper process logging file has been created and displayed in case of any issue occurred 

during Import /Export after process completion. Along with that application log from back-
end has been updated too. 

 

10. Toggle Off button provided on Import Mapping Designer window. 

 
A new button “Toggle Off” is being provided to help user in deselecting all list of object 
types (at a single click), shown in Import mapping designer. 

 

11. “Save and Close” button is added general Mapping designer window. 
 

Instead of separate buttons, now user can save and close the defined mapping in single go. 

 

12. Hierarchical Query support provided. 
 

Now, depending on the query type, data would be considered for export. 

 

13. Uploaded ReqIF file on Import window would be retained when user returns after 
defining mapping. 

 

Earlier uploaded ReqIF file was not retaining when user proceed for mapping designer and 

returns back. now it is supported to retain. 

 
14. Now ReqIF & ReqIFZ both formats are supported. 

 

Earlier ReqIF files with format .reqifz were not supported, now both general format are 

supported i.e. .reqif & .reqifz 
 

15. Invoking ReqIF export from queries toolbar will fetch all the work items present 

in the query. (Only when query is saved). 

 
Now, from ADO Query toolbar, invoking ReqIF4DO Export function complete query results 

would be considered. 
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2. Bug fixes 

1. Fixed an issue regarding “Found In” field when user selects this field continuous loading 
was showing. 

2. Fixed an issue regarding tooltip was not appearing on clear cache. 

3. Fixed an issue regarding cookies warning message was not appearing. 

4. Fixed an issue regarding License. 

5. Fixed an issue where Link type predecessor and successor were oppositely linked when 

import in another project. 
6. Fixed an issue when clicking on Configure mapping continuous loading was seen. 

7. Fixed an issue regarding ReqIF, file mapping was not getting saved after import until we 

saved the mapping. 

8. Fixed an issue regarding ReqIF, export was not working in Backlogs. 

 


